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NAVIGATION DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO THE RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is a continuation of international 
Application No. PCT/JP99/02748, Whose international ?ling 
date is May 25, 1999, the disclosures of Which Application 
are incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to a navigation device 
Which is mounted in a moving body and Which guides a 
route from a present position to a destination. 

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0005] Navigation devices Which guide a route from a 
current position of an automobile to a destination While 
driving have been Widely applied. In this type of navigation 
device, When a destination is set by a user, the device 
searches a preferred route from the current position to the 
destination. When the searched route is presented to a user, 
it is common to present the route in an “entire route format” 
in Which a route from a geographical position, at Which a 
destination is set, to the destination is displayed on the same 
screen by sWitching a map scale. Furthermore, a method is 
employed of displaying more detailed information about the 
route by scrolling the map display automatically or manually 
along the route by sWitching to a detailed map display With 
a large map scale ratio. In addition, a method of sequential 
display of guiding maps of intersections on the route for 
Ward of a current position, or a method of displaying the 
route schematically by main branching points on the display 
device are also knoWn in the art. Furthermore, it is possible 
to execute the guiding operation by use of voice commands. 

[0006] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing a ?rst conven 
tional navigation device as disclosed in JP-A-5-297800. In 
the ?gure, reference numeral 1 denotes a touch sWitch for 
inputting a destination or the like, 2 is a vehicle speed sensor 
for detecting a vehicle speed, 3 is a bearing sensor for 
detecting a bearing, 4 is an external storage device for 
storing information displaying classes of roads connecting 
branching points or information displaying classes of 
branching point of roads and pre-stored map information 
data. 5 is a display device for displaying information regard 
ing main points such as branching points Which are on a 
route from the present position to the destination. 6 is a 
control device Which searches a travel route of the vehicle 
based on an input signal from the bearing sensor 3 and the 
vehicle sensor 2 and an input signal from the sWitch 1 and 
Which displays main branching points on the travel route in 
summary form on the display device 5. 

[0007] The operation of the ?rst conventional navigation 
device Will be described beloW. 

[0008] Firstly, route searching is executed. The route 
searching is executed according to a Dijkstra method. Of the 
routes connecting the present position and the destination, 
the device searches a route passing along main roads in 
Which there are feW right or left turns and in Which the 
names of intersections at Which turns are made are knoWn. 
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The search is made on the basis of the map information data 
stored in the external storage device 4. 

[0009] After the route is searched, the number of nodes 
contained on the route is counted and it is determined 
Whether the number of nodes is less than or equal to 10. 
When the number of nodes is less than or equal to 10, the 
display process is executed to display the searched route. 

[0010] On the other hand, When there are more than 10 
nodes, a summariZing process is applied to the nodes con 
tained on the route in Which they are summariZed based on 
informational value of each node. The summariZing process 
entails deleting those nodes of loW information value until 
the number of nodes contained on the route are less than or 
equal to 10. Thereafter, display processing is executed. 
Herein information value is a product of a turning coef? 
cient, a name presence/absence coefficient and a node cat 
egory coef?cient. The node category coefficient is a ?xed 
coef?cient corresponding to categories of nodes such as 
expressWay entrance/exit, tollWay entrance/exit or national 
road intersection. The node name presence/absence coef? 
cient is a ?xed coef?cient Which corresponds to the presence 
or absence of a name of the node. The turning coefficient is 
a ?xed coef?cient Which corresponds to the presence or 
absence of left or right turns. 

[0011] In the display process, the name of the destination 
and present position, the name of main branching points on 
the route from the present position to the destination, the 
distance betWeen each branching point, representative place 
names Which indicate the direction of travel, and the names 
of roads Which should be taken at branching points are 
displayed on the display device 5. 

[0012] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a second conventional 
navigation device as disclosed in International Publication 
WO98/51995. In the ?gure, reference numeral 10 denotes a 
control means Which performs control of the overall device 
and each type of calculation in the navigation device. 11 is 
a map information storage means Which stores digitiZed map 
information data such as intersection data, road data and the 
like. 12 is a present position detection means Which detects 
a present position of the moving body in Which the naviga 
tion device is mounted. 

[0013] 13 is a route setting means Which sets a route 
betWeen tWo points on a map on the basis of map informa 
tion data stored in the map information storage means 11. 14 
is a guide object intersection detection means Which detects 
a guide object intersection to be guided on the route set by 
the route setting means 13. 15 is a quantiZing calculation 
means Which quantiZes the route of the moving body onto a 
schematic map displaying the characteristic features of the 
route. 

[0014] 16 is a display means Which displays a route 
quantiZed by the quantiZing calculation means With respect 
to a guide object intersection detected by the guide object 
intersection detection means 14. 17 is a voice guide message 
generation means having a voice information storage means 
(not shoWn) Which stores necessary Words or phrases for 
guide messages as voice Wave form data. The voice guide 
message generation means selects voice Wave form data 
such as Words or phrases for guide messages and generates 
such combinations as guide messages When a quantiZed 
route of the moving body is displayed on the display means 
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16. 18 is a voice output means Which noti?es a user by voice 
commands of guide messages generated by the voice guide 
message generation means. 

[0015] The operation of the second conventional naviga 
tion device Will be described beloW. 

[0016] FIG. 3 is a ?owchart explaining the operation of 
the second conventional navigation device shoWn in FIG. 2. 

[0017] Firstly, in a step ST1, the route setting means 13 
sets tWo points on the map on the basis of latitude and 
longitude from the map information data read from the map 
information storage means 11 and then sets a route betWeen 
the tWo points using a general search algorithm on a netWork 
such as a Dijkstra method or the like. 

[0018] Then, in a step ST2, the present position detection 
means 12 detects a present position (C1) of the moving 
body. In a step ST3, the ?ags FL1, FL2, FL3 are respectively 
initialiZed to 0. 

[0019] Then, in a step ST4, the guide object intersection 
detection means 14 extracts an intersection With, for 
example, more than three roads being connected to the 
intersection as a forWard guide object intersection (C2). The 
intersection is an intersection on the route set by the route 
setting means 13 and, of the tWo geographical points set by 
the route setting means, the intersection is further forWard 
than present position (C1) detected by the present position 
detection means 12. 

[0020] In the step ST5, the detection of the present posi 
tion (C1) of the moving body is performed again by the 
present position detection means 12 and in a step ST6, a road 
distance (L1) betWeen the present position (C1) of the 
moving body and the forWard guide object intersection (C2) 
is calculated on the basis of map information data read from 
the map information storage means 11. 

[0021] Then, in a step ST7, further processing operations 
are selected in response to this distance (L1). 

[0022] When the distance (L1) is greater than a predeter 
mined reference distance (for example 1000 meters), 
the routine progresses to step ST8 and it is determined 
Whether the ?ag FL1 has a value of 0 or not. When the value 
of the ?ag is 0, in a step ST9, a guide output A Which is 
related to the forWard guide object intersection (C2) is 
executed. The guide output A comprises extracting only the 
section to the forWard guiding object intersection (C2) 
extracted by the quantiZing calculation means 15 of the road 
on the route on the map. Then, the result is quantized to a 
simple arroW shape and a display map related to the forWard 
guide object intersection (C2) is displayed on the display 
means 16. A guide voice message related to the forWard 
guide object intersection (C2) is generated by the voice 
guide message generation means 17 and the message is 
reported by voice commands from the voice output means 
18. After the execution of the guide output A, in a step ST10, 
the ?ag FL1 is varied to a value of 1 and the fact that the 
guide output A in relation to the forWard guide object 
intersection (C2) has been executed is stored. 

[0023] Thereafter, in a step ST11, it is determined Whether 
or not the process of setting the route by the route setting 
means 13 is completed. When it is completed, the guide 
process is terminated. When it is not completed, the routine 
returns to a step ST5 and executes the steps of the routine 
after step ST6. 
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[0024] When the ?ag FL1 does not have a value of 0 in 
step ST8, since the guide output A has already been 
executed, the routine returns to a step ST5. 

[0025] In a step ST7, When the distance (L1) is less than 
or equal to the reference value (L2) and greater than the 
predetermined reference value (for example 300 
meters), the routine progresses to a step ST12, and it is 
determined Whether or not the ?ag FL2 has a value of 0. 
When the ?ag FL2 has a value of 0, in the step ST13, a guide 
output B related to the forWard guide object intersection 
(C2) is executed. The guide output B comprises extracting 
only the route section connecting the forWard guiding object 
intersection (C2) of the road on the map extracted by the 
quantiZing calculation means 15. Then, the result is quan 
tiZed to a simple arroW shape and a display map related to 
the forWard guide object intersection (C2) is displayed on 
the display means 16. A guide voice message related to the 
forWard guide object intersection (C2) is generated by the 
voice guide message generation means 17 and the message 
is reported by voice commands from the voice output means 
18. After the execution of the guide output B, in a step ST14, 
the ?ag FL2 is varied to a value of 1 and the fact that the 
guide output B in relation to the forWard guide object 
intersection (C2) has been executed is stored. 

[0026] Thereafter, in a step ST11, it is determined Whether 
or not the process of setting the route by the route setting 
means 13 is completed. When it is completed, the guide 
process is terminated. When it is not completed, the routine 
returns to a step ST5 and executes the steps of the routine 
after step ST6. 
[0027] When the ?ag FL2 does not have a value of 0 in 
step ST12, since the guide output has already been executed, 
the routine returns to a step ST5. 

[0028] When, in a step ST7, the distance (L1) has a value 
less than the reference value (L3), the routine progresses to 
a step ST15 and it is determined Whether or not the ?ag FL3 
has a value of 0 or not. When the value of the ?ag is 0, in 
a step ST16, the guide output C related to the forWard guide 
object intersection (C2) is executed. The guide output C 
comprises extracting the present position of the moving 
body, roads other than roads on the route, route roads 
connected to the forWard guiding object intersection (C2) 
and the forWard guiding object intersection (C2) extracted 
by the quantiZing calculation means 15 on the map. Then, 
the result is quantiZed to a simple arroW shape and a display 
map related to the forWard guide object intersection (C2) is 
displayed on the display means 16. A guide voice message 
related to the forWard guide object intersection (C2) is 
generated by the voice guide message generation means 17 
and the message is reported by voice commands from the 
voice output means 18. After the execution of the guide 
output C, in a step ST17, the ?ag FL3 is varied to a value of 
1 and the fact that the guide output C in relation to the 
forWard guide object intersection (C2) has been executed is 
stored. 

[0029] Thereafter, in a step ST11, it is determined Whether 
or not the process of setting the route by the route setting 
means 13 is completed. When it is completed, the guide 
process is terminated. When it is not completed, the routine 
returns to a step ST5 and executes the steps of the routine 
after step ST6. 

[0030] When the ?ag FL3 does not have a value of 0 in 
step ST15, since the guide output C has already been 
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executed, the routine returns to a step ST3, and the ?ags 
FL1, FL2, FL3 are initialized to 0. In a step ST4, the forward 
guide object intersection (C2) is extracted. 

[0031] Since the conventional navigation device is con 
structed as above, the problem has arisen that safe operation 
of the vehicle can be affected as it is necessary for a user to 
monitor the guide display even When display nodes are 
displayed in summary form by a summariZing process. 
Furthermore, the number of guiding nodes provided to guide 
the entire route by voice commands increases and the 
problem has arisen that nodes can not be adapted to guide 
the entire route appropriately in a short time. 

[0032] Furthermore, When the number of guide nodes is 
reduced to a predetermined number of summariZed nodes in 
a convention navigation device, the problem has arisen that 
it is dif?cult to make guide nodes correspond to a predeter 
mined number of nodes When a plurality of nodes With the 
same informational value exists. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0033] The present invention is proposed to solve the 
above problems and has the object of providing a navigation 
device adapted to store the level of importance of nodes and 
links and select nodes and links on the searched route based 
on the level of importance or time for playing voice infor 
mation. In the navigation device, a voice guide message is 
generated corresponding to the selected nodes and links and 
guiding of the route is executed by the voice guide message. 
Thus, it is possible to guide an entire route appropriately in 
a short time by voice commands. 

[0034] The present invention has the further object of 
providing a navigation device in Which When a plurality of 
nodes and links With the same importance exists and the 
number of such nodes and links is not equal to a predeter 
mined reference number, nodes and links in proximity to the 
present position, the number of Which corresponds With the 
predetermined reference number, is selected from nodes and 
links With the same importance, thereby to make the number 
of guide nodes and the like accurately correspond With the 
predetermined reference number. 

[0035] A navigation device of the present invention is 
adapted to store a level of importance of each node and link 
as a part of map information in a map information storage 
means, to select the nodes and links on the searched route 
based on the level of importance and to generate a voice 
guide message corresponding to the selected links and 
nodes. In this Way, it is possible to guide an entire route 
appropriately in a short period of time by voice commands. 

[0036] The navigation device of the present invention may 
be adapted to select the nodes and links on the searched 
route in such a manner that the level of importance of the 
selected nodes and links is less than or equal to a predeter 
mined reference level and the number of the selected nodes 
and links is less than or equal to a predetermined reference 
number, and to generate a voice guide message correspond 
ing to the selected nodes and links. In such a Way, even When 
the number of nodes and links With a high level of impor 
tance is less than a predetermined reference number, the 
voice guiding With respect to the nodes and links having loW 
level of importance is not executed. Thus, it is possible to 
guide the entire route appropriately. 
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[0037] The navigation device of the present invention may 
be adapted to delete nodes and links, Which are located in 
proximity to the guide point, from the nodes and links 
having the same level of importance and to make the number 
of the selected nodes and links equal to a predetermined 
reference number, When there exists a plurality of nodes and 
links With the same level of importance and the number of 
the selected nodes and links is not equal to the predeter 
mined reference number. In this Way, it is possible to make 
the number of nodes and links to be guided correspond 
accurately With the predetermined reference number. 

[0038] The navigation device of the present invention may 
be provided With a reference value setting means for setting 
a predetermined reference value and a reference number 
setting means for setting a predetermined reference number. 
In this Way, it is possible to provide a voice guide With the 
desired amount and level of importance. 

[0039] The navigation device of the present invention may 
be adapted to store information about voice playing times 
relating to names of each link and node as a part of map 
information in the map information storage means, to select 
the nodes and links on the searched route in order of highest 
importance in such a manner that the voice playing time for 
the voice guide message is less than or equal to a predeter 
mined reference value, and to generate the voice guide 
message corresponding to the selected nodes and links. In 
such a Way, it is possible to accurately make the time taken 
for voice guiding under a predetermined reference value. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0040] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing a ?rst conven 
tion navigation device. 

[0041] FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing a second 
convention navigation device. 

[0042] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart explaining the operation of a 
second conventional navigation device. 

[0043] FIG. 4 is a block diagram shoWing a construction 
of a navigation device according to a ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0044] FIG. 5 is a block diagram shoWing a construction 
of the hardWare in the navigation device shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0045] FIG. 6 shoWs an example of map information data 
stored in a map information storage means. 

[0046] FIG. 7 shoWs an example of a menu and a map 
displayed on a display means. 

[0047] FIG. 8 shoWs an example of a route determined by 
a route searching means. 

[0048] FIG. 9 shoWs an example of a menu for each 
setting category of route voice guides according to a ?rst 
embodiment. 

[0049] FIG. 10 is a ?oWchart of the operation of each 
section in route voice guide processing. 

[0050] FIG. 11 is a ?oWchart shoWing the details of the 
process of extracting links and nodes as Well as the proxi 
mate facilities to links and nodes in step ST105 of FIG. 10. 

[0051] FIG. 12 shoWs the relative relationship of guide 
number A and distance X from a present position to a guide 
point obtained by this formula. 
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[0052] FIG. 13 is a ?owchart showing the details of the 
process of generating a voice guide message for extracted 
links and nodes as Well as the proximate facilities to links 
and nodes in step ST106 of FIG. 10. 

[0053] FIG. 14 is an example of a set of supplementary 
voice data. 

[0054] FIG. 15 shoWs data related to extracted links and 
nodes as Well as the proximate facilities to links and nodes 
in the process shoWn in FIG. 11 With respect to the route 
shoWn in FIG. 8. 

[0055] FIG. 16 shoWs a voice guide message generated 
based on the data shoWn in FIG. 15. 

[0056] FIG. 17 shoWs a display example of a menu for 
each category of setting of route voice guides according to 
a second embodiment. 

[0057] FIG. 18 is a ?oWchart shoWing the details of the 
process of extracting links and nodes as Well as the proxi 
mate facilities to links and nodes in a second embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0058] In order to describe the invention in greater detail, 
the preferred embodiments Will be outlined beloW With 
reference to the accompanying ?gures. 

[0059] Embodiment 1 

[0060] FIG. 4 is a block diagram shoWing a construction 
of a navigation device according to a ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. FIG. 5 is a block diagram shoWing a 
construction of the hardWare in the navigation device shoWn 
in FIG. 4. 

[0061] In FIG. 4, reference numeral 21 denotes a control 
means Which executes each type of calculation in the 
navigation device and controls other constitutive elements. 
22 is a map information storage means Which pre-stores 
digitiZed map information data such as node data and link 
data displaying intersection points and roads. 23 is a present 
position detection means Which detects a present position of 
a moving body in Which the navigation device is mounted. 

[0062] 24 is a route search means Which reads map 
information data stored in the map information storage 
means 22, Which searches a route betWeen tWo geographic 
points in a map on the basis of map information data for 
example on the basis of a Dijkstra method and Which 
determines a single route. 25 is a route storage means Which 
stores a route determined by the route search means 24. 

[0063] 26 is a display means Which displays a route and 
the like stored in the route storage means 25 and a map based 
on map information data stored in the map information 
storage means 22. 

[0064] 27 is a voice guide message generation means 
Which has a voice information storage means 31 Which 
pre-stores voice Waveform data such as Words and phrases 
required for voice guide messages. Voice Waveform data 
such as Words and phrases constituting voice guide mes 
sages are selected When performing voice guiding and voice 
guide messages are generated by combining selected voice 
Waveform data. 28 is a voice output means Which outputs 
voice corresponding to voice guide messages generated by 
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the voice guide message generated means 27 and Which 
reports the guide message to a user. 

[0065] 29 is an operation means Which is operated When 
commands are input into the navigation device by user and 
Which supplies an input user commands to the control means 
21. 30 is a voice guide information extraction means Which 
extracts main guide information from guide information on 
a route stored in the route storage means 25. 

[0066] In FIG. 5, 51 is a CD-ROM storing digitiZed map 
information and a read-out device thereof Which correspond 
to the map information storage means 22 shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0067] 52 is a GPS receiver Which receives electromag 
netic Waves from an arti?cial satellite using a geo-position 
ing system (GPS) and Which outputs a present position of the 
moving body in Which a navigation device is mounted. 53 is 
a bearing sensor Which detects a bearing in Which the 
moving body is directed. 54 is a distance sensor Which 
detects a movement distance of the moving body. These 
components correspond to the present position detection 
means 23 shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0068] 55 is a display device Which has for example a 
liquid crystal display and Which displays map information, 
maps based on map information data, determined routes and 
the like. The display device corresponds to the display 
means 26 shoWn in FIG. 4. 56 is a voice output means Which 
outputs voice guide messages. It corresponds to the voice 
output means shoWn in FIG. 4. 57 is an input device Which 
has a sWitch operated When commands are input into the 
navigation device by a user and Which supplies input user 
commands to a control unit 58. The input device 57 corre 
sponds to the operation means shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0069] 58 is a control unit provided With a central pro 
cessing unit (CPU) 61, a read only memory (ROM) 62, a 
random access memory (RAM) 63, a display control section 
64 and an input/output control section 65. The control unit 
58 calculates each type of calculation in the navigation 
device and executes control of other constitutive compo 
nents. The control unit corresponds to the control means 21, 
the route search means 24, the route storage means 25, the 
voice guide message generation means 27 and the voice 
guide information extraction means 30 shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0070] In the control unit 58, 61 is a CPU Which executes 
processing of route searching and guide point extraction. 62 
is a ROM Which pre-stores data, programs and the like used 
by the CPU 61. 63 is a RAM into Which map information 
data and programs used by the CPU 61 are loaded and Which 
stores the calculation results of the CPU 61. 64 is a display 
control section Which controls the display device 55 and 
Which displays each type of image on the display device 55. 
65 is an input/output control section Which executes transfer 
of signals and each type of data by acting as an interface 
betWeen the control unit 58 and each type of external device 
(CD-ROM and read-out device 51 to input device 57). 

[0071] FIG. 6 shoWs an example of map information data 
stored in the map information storage means 22. 

[0072] The map information data comprises a node data 
group 110 being the set of data related to nodes and a link 
data group 130 being the set of data related to links. 

[0073] The node data group 110 is comprised by a node 
data record 120 Which comprises each type of data related to 
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each node. Each node data record 120 has a node number 
121 Which shows a distinguishing number Which is uniquely 
assigned to a node Which corresponds to the node data 
record 120, a node coordinate 122 Which shoWs latitude and 
longitude of a position of a node on the map, a connecting 
link number 123 Which shoWs the number of links connect 
ing the node, a link number 124 of each link connected to the 
node, a node name 125 Which is the name of the node, and 
a proximate facility data record 150 Which is the set of data 
related to the proximate facilities Which exist in the periph 
ery of the node. Anode voice guide level 126 Which shoWs 
a level of importance of the referred node When performing 
voice guiding of a route containing the node and a node 
voice guide time 127 Which shoWs a voice playing time 
required for voice guiding of the node are also provided. 

[0074] The proximate facility data record 150 has a facil 
ity name 151 Which shoWs the name of facilities in the 
environs of each node, a facility number 152 Which displays 
a distinguishing number Which is uniquely assigned to each 
facility, and a facility position 153 Which shoWs the position 
of the facility Which corresponds to the node. Afacility voice 
guide level 154 Which shoWs a level of importance of the 
referred facility When performing voice guiding of a route 
containing a node and a facility voice guide time 155 Which 
shoWs a voice data playing time required for voice guiding 
of the facility are also provided. 

[0075] The link data group 130 is comprised by link data 
record 140 Which comprises each type of data related to each 
link. Furthermore each link data record 140 comprises a link 
number 141 Which shoWs a distinguishing number Which is 
uniquely assigned to a link Which corresponds to link data 
records 140, an start node number 142 Which shoWs a node 
connected to an start side of a link, a ?nish node number 143 
Which shoWs a node connected to a ?nish side of a link a link 
length 144 Which shoWs the length of a link, and a link 
attribute data record 160 Which is the set of each type of data 
related to a link attribute. 

[0076] The link attribute data record 160 has a link cat 
egory 161, a How regulation information 162 Which shoWs 
?oW regulation of a road Which corresponds to the link, a 
link name 163 Which shoWs a name of a link, a link name 
number 164 Which shoWs a distinguishing number Which is 
uniquely assigned to the name of a link, a link voice guide 
level Which shoWs the importance of a link referred to When 
performing voice guiding of a route containing the link, and 
a link voice guide time 166 Which shoWs a voice data 
playing time required for voice guiding of the link. Further 
more, a link proximate facility data record 170 is provided 
Which is a set of data related to facilities in the proximity of 
the link. 

[0077] The link proximate facility data record 170 com 
prises a facility name 171 Which shoWs a facility name, a 
facility number 172 Which shoWs a distinguishing number 
Which is uniquely assigned to the facility, a facility position 
173 Which shoWs a position of facilities With respect to the 
link, and a facility voice guide level 174 Which shoWs the 
importance of a facility referred to When performing voice 
guiding of a route containing a link, and a facility voice 
guide time 175 Which shoWs a voice data playing time 
required for voice guiding of the facility. 

[0078] The level of importance shoWn by the facility voice 
guide level 174 can be determined by consideration of the 
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level of reputation of the facility in the general community 
or With reference to a standard determined nationally. Alter 
natively they may be determined by any other standard. 

[0079] On such a Way, a node voice guide level 126 Which 
shoWs a level of importance of each individual node and a 
corresponding node voice level guide time 127 Which shoWs 
the time required for voice guiding the node, as Well as a 
facility voice guide level 154 Which shoWs a level of 
importance of each individual facility and a facility voice 
level guide time 155 Which shoWs the time required for 
voice guiding the facility are contained in the map informa 
tion data. Furthermore, a link voice guide level 165 Which 
shoWs a level of importance of each individual link and a 
link voice level guide time 166 Which shoWs the time 
required for voice guiding the link, as Well as a facility voice 
guide level 174 Which shoWs a level of importance of each 
individual facility and a facility voice level guide time 175 
Which shoWs the time required for voice guiding the facility 
are contained in the map information data. 

[0080] The operation of the present invention Will be 
described beloW. 

[0081] The control means 21 displays a map correspond 
ing to the map information data in the display means 26 in 
response to an operation of a user. A menu or the like is 
displayed for selecting each function. FIG. 7 shoWs an 
example of a menu and a map displayed on the display 
means 26. In the ?gure, a moving body mark 211 Which 
shoWs the present position of the moving body, a bearing 
mark 212 Which shoWs the direction of the map, a route line 
213 Which shoWs a route determined by the route search 
process to be discussed beloW and a menu 214 for selecting 
each function such as setting a destination are displayed on 
the map. When making a selection on the menu, a cursor is 
moved in response to an operation of a user on the operation 
means 29 and a selection is made. 

[0082] When a destination is selected, ?rstly the route 
search process is performed. At this time, the present posi 
tion detected by the present position detection means 23 and 
the destination input to the operation means 29 by a user are 
supplied to the route search means 24 by the control means 
21. Map information data is read from the map information 
storage means 22 by the route search means 24, routes 
betWeen the present position and the destination are 
searched by a Dijkstra method for example and a single 
route is determined. Information relating to nodes and links 
Which comprise the route are stored in the route storage 
means 25. 

[0083] FIG. 8 is an example of a route determined by the 
route search means 24. On the route shoWn in FIG. 8, there 
are 15 nodes N001-NO0F betWeen a present position and a 
destination (the ?gures are hexadecimal numbers). There are 
14 (=15-1) links L000-LO0D (the ?gures are hexadecimal 
numbers) connecting each node. 

[0084] Since route voice guiding becomes possible When 
a route is discovered by the route search process, options 
(route outline) corresponding to the function of route voice 
guide on the menu as shoWn in FIG. 7 are varied to be 
selectable by an operation of the user. That is to say, before 
execution of the route search process or When no route is 
found, it is not possible for the user to make a selection and 
the option “route outline” is covered (i.e. displayed gray). 
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[0085] Each category of setting the route voice guide is 
executed before route voice guide processing. First the 
control means 21 displays a menu for each setting type of the 
route voice guide on the display means 26. FIG. 9 shoWs an 
example of a menu display for each type of setting of the 
route voice guide according to a ?rst embodiment. In the 
menu in FIG. 9, there is a guide point selection term 201 
Which sets the execution of the route voice guide from a 
present position to any geographical point, a guide number 
selection term 202 Which sets the total (guide number) of 
proximate facilities of a link or node as Well as links and 
nodes Which execute the voice guiding of the routes from a 
present position to a destination and a guide level selection 
term 203 Which sets the level of detail of the voice guide. 

[0086] There are the options “destination” and “detour” in 
the guide geographical point selection term 201. The selec 
tion of the option is executed by a user operating the 
operation means 29. When “destination” is selected, route 
voice guide from a present position to a destination is 
performed. When “route” is selected, route voice guide from 
a present position to a predetermined detour point is per 
formed. Although there is one option “detour” in the guide 
geographical point selection term 201 in FIG. 9, the option 
may be adapted to provide a plurality of detours as options 
or to add an option “selectable geographical point” for the 
user to select a ?nal geographical point for voice guiding in 
the displayed map. 

[0087] The guide number selection term has the options 
“5”, “10”, “20” and “automatic”. The selection of these 
options is performed by the operation of the operational 
means 29 by the user. When any of “5”, “10” or “20” are 
selected, a respectively corresponding number (5, 10, 20) is 
set as the total number of proximate facilities for a link or 
node or as a link or node Which executes the voice guide. 

When “automatic” is set, a guide number (discussed beloW) 
Which is calculated in response to the distance from a present 
position to a guide point is set as the total number of 
proximate facilities for a link or node or as a link or node 
Which executes the voice guide. When setting the guide 
number of a guided node or the like, apart from selecting a 
predetermined number as above, the device is adapted to 
alloW a user to directly set a value as a guide number. 

[0088] The guide level selection term 203 has the options 
“high”, “medium” and “loW”. The selection of these options 
is executed by a user operating the operation means 29. 
When “high” is selected, voice guiding is performed to 
nodes, links and facilities proximate to nodes and links of 
loW importance as far as alloWed by the guide number 
above. When “loW” is selected, voice guiding is performed 
only to nodes, links and facilities proximate to nodes and 
links of high importance as far as alloWed by the guide 
number above. When “medium” is selected, voice guiding is 
performed only to nodes, links and facilities proximate to 
nodes and links of medium importance as far as alloWed by 
the guide number above. The setting of the reference value 
for level of importance When selecting a guided node, apart 
from selecting a predetermined level as above may be 
performed by the user directly setting a level of importance 
With a value. 

[0089] Thus, a reference number setting means and a 
reference value setting means Which set a guide level and 
guide number are comprised by an operational means 29 and 
a display means 26 on Which a menu is displayed. 
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[0090] Next, route voice guide processing is performed. 
FIG. 10 is a ?oWchart of the operation of each section in 
route voice guide processing. Firstly, as a result of the route 
search process being executed, the routine progresses from 
step ST101 to step ST102 When the route is determined. 
Thus, the gray cover on the menu option “route outline” is 
WithdraWn alloWing this option to be selected. When the 
option “route outline” is selected, route voice guide pro 
cessing is performed (step ST103). 

[0091] Firstly, in a step ST104, a present position of the 
moving body is detected by the present position detection 
means 23. Then, in a step ST105, the voice guide informa 
tion extraction means 30 reads data relating to nodes and 
links Which comprise the determined route and extracts a 
number of nodes, links and proximate facilities to nodes and 
links of high importance corresponding to the guide number 
above based on voice guide information extraction condi 
tions set by the user in the menu (FIG. 9). 

[0092] Then, in a step ST106, the extracted nodes and 
links and proximate facilities to nodes and links are supplied 
to the voice guide message generation means through the 
control means 21. The voice guide message generation 
means 27 generates voice guide messages relating to the 
extracted nodes and links and proximate facilities to nodes 
and links. When a voice guide message is generated, it is 
supplied to the voice output means 28 by the control means 
21. In a step ST107, the voice guide message is output by the 
voice output means 28 and an outline of the route from a 
present position to a guide point is reported to a user. 

[0093] By adapting the output of voice guide messages in 
this Way, an outline of a searched route may be guided. 

[0094] Next, in the above step ST105, the details of the 
process of extracting nodes and links and proximate facili 
ties to nodes and links Will be described. FIG. 11 is a 
?oWchart of the details of the process of extracting nodes 
and links and proximate facilities to nodes and links in step 
ST105 in FIG. 10. 

[0095] Firstly, in a step ST121, the voice guide informa 
tion extraction means 30 reads information relating to guide 
level terms, guide number terms and guide point terms set by 
the user from the control means 21, stores the node number 
of selected geographical points based on information about 
the guide point term and stores an extracted guide number 
Abased on information about the guide number term. When 
“automatic” is selected at this time, the guide number A is 
stored as 0. The voice guide information extraction means 
30 stores a value 100 as a reference value GL When the guide 
level “high” is selected based on the information of the guide 
level term. When the selected guide level is “medium”, the 
value 10 is stored as the reference level GL, and When the 
selected guide level is “loW”, the value 5 is stored as the 
reference level GL. 

[0096] The voice guide information extraction means 30 
sets the initial level of the extraction level L of the impor 
tance of extracted nodes, links and proximate facilities to 0. 
(In FIG. 6 these are shoWn as the facility voice guide level 
154, 174, the link voice guide level 165, and the node voice 
guide level 126). When the extraction level L is 0, proximate 
facilities and nodes and links Which are less than or equal to 
an extracted level of 0 are extracted and as discussed beloW, 
the value of the extraction level L is incremented sequen 
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tially by values of 1. Thus, only more important information 
is extracted as the value of the extraction level L reduces. 

[0097] In the next step ST122, the voice guide information 
extraction means 30 determines Whether or not the guide 
number A is 0. That is to say, it is determined Whether or not 
“automatic” has been selected as a guide number term. 

[0098] The voice guide information extraction means 30 
reads link information comprising route determined in the 
step ST123 from the map information storage means 22 
When the guide number A is 0. A route X (kilometers) is 
calculated from the present position to the guide point (the 
destination or detour) on the basis of the link information. In 
step ST124, the guide number Ais calculated on the basis of 
the folloWing formula. 

[0099] The term INT(y) is a function Which outputs an 
integer Which is a real number (y) in Which decimal points 
are rounded off. FIG. 12 shoWs the corresponding relation 
ship of a guide number A and the distance X from a present 
position to a guide point obtained by the formula. As shoWn 
in FIG. 12, the increment of the guide number A decreases 
as the distance X increases. In embodiment 1, the guide 
number A Which is set to “automatic” is calculated by the 
above formula. HoWever, the calculation may be performed 
on the basis of another formula With distance or other 
element as a variable. When the guide number A is not equal 
to 0, the processes in steps ST123 and ST124 are not 
performed. 
[0100] In the step ST125, the voice guide information 
extraction means 30 sets the extraction number SS (L) Which 
shoWs the total of proximate facilities and nodes and links 
With an importance of less than the extraction level L, to an 
initial value of 0. 

[0101] Then, in a step ST126, the voice guide information 
extraction means 30 selects and extracts the node voice 
guide level 126, the link voice guide level 165 and the 
facility voice guide level 153, 174 as shoWn in FIG. 6 from 
the nodes, links and proximate facilities from the present 
position to the guide point based on information regarding 
nodes and links Which comprise the route Which is stored in 
the route storage memory 25. That is to say, nodes, links and 
proximate facilities are selected and extracted Which have 
the same level of importance as the extraction level L. 

[0102] After the nodes, links and proximate facilities 
Which have the same level of importance as the extraction 
level L are extracted, in a step ST127, the voice guide 
information extraction means 30 selects links from the 
extracted links and makes tWo adjacent links With the same 
link name number into one link. When the tWo links are 

varied into one link in this fashion, the link number, the start 
intersection number and the link attribute of the link after 
variation are assigned from that link of the tWo original links 
Which is nearer the present position. The ?nish intersection 
number is assigned from that link of the tWo original links 
Which is near the guide point. The link length of the link 
after variation is equal to the sum of the respective lengths 
of the tWo original links. Furthermore data relating to 
proximate facility links of links after variation contains data 
relating to proximate facility links of the tWo original links. 
Thus, the facility position of each proximate facility is 
calculated and set to a position corresponding to links after 
variation. 
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[0103] In a step ST128, the voice guide information 
extraction means 30 updates the extraction number SS (L) 
by the sum of the number S(L) of extracted nodes, links and 
related proximate facilities in current step ST126 and the 
extraction number SS(L-1) When the extraction level L is 
only smaller by a value of 1. 

[0104] After the extraction number SS(L) in the extraction 
level L at this time is calculated, in a step ST129, the voice 
guide information extraction means 30 determines Whether 
or not the extraction number SS(L) is greater than or equal 
to the guide number A above. When the extraction number 
SS(L) is not greater than or equal to the guide number A, in 
a step ST130, the voice guide information extraction means 
30 determines Whether the extraction level L is smaller than 
a reference value GL of the guide level above. When the 
extraction level L is smaller than the reference level GL of 
the guide level above, in a step ST131, the value of the 
extraction level L is increased by 1 and the routine returns 
to the step ST126. Thus, the extraction of the nodes, links 
and related proximate facilities corresponding to this extrac 
tion level L are executed in the same Way. On the other hand, 
in a step ST130. When the extracted level L is smaller than 
the reference value GL of the guide level above, it is 
determined Whether all the nodes, links, and related proxi 
mate facilities With a level of importance up to the set 
reference value GL have been extracted or not and the 
process of step ST105 is completed. 

[0105] In the step ST129, When the extracted level SS(L) 
is greater than the guide number A, in step ST132, the voice 
guide information extraction means 30 determines Whether 
or not the extraction number SS(L) is the same as the guide 
number A. When the tWo are the same, it is determined that 
a number of nodes, links and proximate facilities of equal to 
the set guide number A has been extracted and the process 
ing of step ST105 is completed. 

[0106] In the step ST132, When the extraction number 
SS(L) is not the same as the guide number A, that is to say, 
When the extraction number SS is greater than the guide 
number A, the voice guide information extraction means 30 
deletes one of the nodes, links or related proximate facilities 
by the folloWing process until the extraction number SS(L) 
equals the guide number A. 

[0107] Firstly, in a step ST133, the voice guide informa 
tion extraction means 30 determines that the number of 
proximate facilities With an extracted level of importance L 
is greater than the difference (SS(L)-A) of the extraction 
number SS(L) and the guide number A. The voice guide 
information extraction means 30 also determines Whether it 
is possible to delete related proximate facilities from the 
environs of the guide point until the extraction number 
SS(L) and the guide number A have the same value. When 
it is determined that it is possible to delete related proximate 
facilities from the environs of the guide point until the 
extraction number SS(L) and the guide number A have the 
same value, the proximate facilities are deleted in a step 
ST134 and the extraction number SS(L) is made equal to the 
guide number A. 

[0108] When the number of proximate facilities With an 
extraction importance of L is less than the difference (SS(L) 
A) of the extraction number SS(L) and the guide number A, 
in a step ST135, the voice guide information extraction 
means 30 deletes all the proximate facilities from the 














